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Describing the Sense of Confession in Hamlet Matthew J. Smith When I religiously confess myself to myself, I find that the best virtue I have has in it some tincture of vice; and I am afraid that Plato, … if he had listened and laid his ear close to himself, and he did so no doubt, would have heard some jarring sound of human mixture, but faint and only perceptible to himself. Man is wholly and throughout but patch and motley.
Michel de Montaigne 1
In early modern England, auricular private confession existed mostly as a memory of an older Catholic time. Auricular confession still occurred in England after the Reformation but mainly in the form of corporate confession during the communion liturgy or prayer office. The 1571 Elizabethan book of homilies included one entitled "Of Repentance, and of true Reconciliation unto God" that levels the familiar Protestant complaint about formalized private confession, insisting that faith precedes auricular confession and therefore so does salvation: "our sins must be forgiven us, afore that we come to confession. What need we then to tell forth our sins into the ear of the priest, sith that they be already taken away?" 2 The argument follows that the very desire to confess to a priest demonstrates a commitment to repent that was presumably conceived at an earlier moment of internal confession to God. Still, as many will point out, with the internalization of confession also arises the problem of assurance. Alan Sinfield summarizes the Protestant preference for personal self-examination over auricular confession and the tension that comes with it: "Protestant self-examination is in a way confession, but it shifts the whole business inside the consciousness. ... This made the whole process more manipulable, for since there was Sinfield's point also applies to corporate confession insofar as the liturgy's emphasis on "truly," "earnestly," and "hartely" repenting places the burden on the penitent to measure his own earnestness. 4 Furthermore, the problem of self-assurance parallels problems of self-consciousness. A penitent's close examination of his own contrition can itself infect the perceived sincerity of such contrition. One of the most compelling expressions of this comes, in fact, from the nonProtestant Michel de Montaigne given in the epigraph. Montaigne depicts the act of confession as incarnated rather than as theologically abstract. Real confession, he says, is inhibited by "some jarring sound of human mixture"; in other words, as a speech act, confession is not as one-sided as it may seem. In addition to the problem of ulterior motives, confession involves the "sound" of other discourses that do not neatly fit Montaigne's dichotomy of virtue and vice. For instance, one requirement for a true confession inherited from medieval scholasticism is that it be offered voluntarily, but, at the same time, a penitent's voluntariness may be difficult to measure among other modes of discourse, such as the interrogatory aspect of confession and its contractual relation to forgiveness. 5 These modes make penitents aware of being perceived, even if they are alone. Moreover, there is a physical side to the "mixture" of confession. Although the extent to which Montaigne intended his illustration to be taken literally is unclear, the role of bodies and environments in confessional self-consciousness is suggestive. Even Montaigne's image of Plato placing his ear against his body when he speaks illustrates the multi-perspectivity of confession. Does he hear his voice resounding within his body, tempting him toward self-performance? Does he hear tones and frequencies that are imperceptible in the open? Can the physical phenomenon of confession get in the way of -or even, antithetically, aid -its cognitive intentions?
These problems of self-consciousness are especially visible in early modern theater where the conscience only exists insofar as it is performed by an actor and perceived by the audience. Understanding dramatized confession, then, is about much more than historicizing the theological nuances implied in a confession scene. Given confession's enmeshment in issues of self-consciousness and perception, we can turn to the insights of historical phenomenology to ask what perceptual material confession is made from. In contrast to approaches, in the words of Maurice Merleau-Ponty, "which treat perception as a simple result of the action of external things on our body as well as against those which insist on the autonomy of consciousness," theater
